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Abstract: The paper results from development of new sequencing methods together with the need 
of suitable genome assembly algorithms. It combines the genomic signal processing, correlation 
techniques and optimization algorithms for solving assembly task.  Genomic signals are made by 
conversion of letter-based DNA into the form of digital signal, thus the methods of digital signal 
processing can be applied. Possible overlaps between reads converted into signals are found by com-
puting correlation coefficient similarly to cross-correlation. We acquire similarity matrix and the task 
is to find the path through it achieving minimum distance criterion. For the task, the two optimization 
techniques were employed: ant colony optimization (ACO) and simulated annealing (SA). The result 
implies the possibility of using the ACO at the task of creating path through similarly to graph-
theory-based algorithms.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Genome assembly and DNA sequencing methods are stressed because of medical trends focusing on 
a genetic base of diseases and possible treatment [1]. Thus, new methods of molecular biology are 
developed and also a price of fully sequenced genome decreased, making progress more available 
[2]. However, DNA sequencing methods still are not able to sequence the whole genome at once, 
hence the need for a genome assembler. An output of DNA sequencers differs in amount and length 
of reads – a short sequences of DNA which are later connected into longer sequences using genome 
assembler. Older platforms like Roche454 produced up to 1000bp reads, Illumina up to 350bp, recent 
Oxford Nanopore can sequence thousands of base pairs [3]. More assemblers exist targeting different 
properties of sequencing platforms [4]. For long reads, the algorithms based on overlap-layout-con-
sensus graphs prove to be efficient [5], whereas for shorter reads the assemblers are using de Bruijn 
graphs [6]. Assemblers use the graph theory algorithms for searching a path through reads, which 
shares an overlap between pairs of them.  
All assemblers use the standard letter-based form of DNA, using four letters denoting nucleotides. 
The current study focusses on Genomic Signal processing(GSP) techniques to improve the previous 
existing methods. [7]. Genomic signal processing merges the domains of bioinformatics and digital 
signal processing. GSP is based on numerical representations, formulas describing the conversion of 
letter-based DNA into numerical based DNA. After the conversion, methods of digital signal pro-
cessing can be used.  
The purpose of this article is to examine the possibility of using optimization techniques – ant colony 
optimization (ACO) and simulated annealing (SA), at the genome assembly. Genome assembly can 
be viewed as searching through a graph and creating a path. Both selected optimization techniques 
are suitable for graph problems and tend to find global extreme. [8] 
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2 METHODS 
  GENOMIC SIGNAL PROCESSING 
Genomic signal processing combines the genomic signals with the field of digital signal processing. 
The genomic signal is generally a signal obtained from DNA sequence by applying certain formulas. 
The output differs in the dimensionality of a signal, added features or possibility of backward recon-
struction of the sequence. The method for transforming DNA into the signal is called numerical 
representation and several of them were already published [9, 10]. Suitable numerical representations 
are those one-dimensional with the same sampling frequency as the original sequence, thus, the phase 
numerical representation is chosen [11]. Each nucleotide in DNA sequence is converted into a ge-
nomic signal by getting the phase of the complex number according to mapping, e.g. (A = π/4; T = -
π/4; C =-3π/4; G =3π/4) and then the values are cumulatively summed [11].  
  CORRELATION COMPUTATION 
Searching for overlaps between reads is based on correlation methods – Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient is computed between all possible pairs of reads using implemented gradually incrementing 











  (1) 
where A, B denote signals, N is the length of signals, μA and σA are the mean and standard deviation 
of A, respectively of B. Pearson correlation coefficient values are in range from -1 to 1, a value of 1 
indicates linear dependency of vectors A and B, a zero value indicates no dependency and a value of 
-1 negative linear dependency. For searching overlaps, i.e. detecting the position where the signals 
share a part of them, the Pearson correlation is computed using an algorithm similar to the cross-
correlation method. Correlation computation is divided into two steps, so all possible positions be-
tween reads of the same length are covered. Having two signals, X [1: N] and Y [1: M], N=M, the 
correlation coefficient is calculated as (2): 
𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑎) = 𝜌( 𝑋 [1: 𝑖], 𝑌 [𝑀 − 𝑖: 𝑀] ) 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓b) = 𝜌( 𝑋 [𝑁 − 𝑖: 𝑁], 𝑌 [1: 𝑀 − 𝑖] ) (2) 
 
where ρ is the Pearson correlation coefficient and i is the shift between the signals. The coefa) de-
scribes the computation when the first signal is gradually shifted into the second one to the right side, 
the coefb) describes the same from the other side, the first signal is shifting out of the second signal. 
The formulas are graphically described in Figure 1.    
 
Figure 1: Algorithm for computing correlation. Blue and black lines represent signals, red lines 
show what part of a signal are taken into correlation computation 
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The output of this calculation is correlation signal of length 2N, where axis x denotes shifted position 
of signals and y denotes correlation coefficient at that point. There should be significant extreme at 
a position where signals have overlap. Hereby we acquire a similarity matrix by choosing the maxi-
mum value of correlation signal between a pair of reads.  
  SIMULATED ANNEALING 
Simulated annealing is a probabilistic method for searching global optimum which is based on met-
allurgy process of creating crystal lattice with minimal energy state. Similarly, the algorithm searches 
for lower energy state. The current state represents one possible solution, in traveling salesman, it is 
the permutation of cities to visit and algorithm considers neighbouring state, which is generated by 
reversing the order of cities. The simulated annealing explores the possible solutions by using the 
neighbours state and it can accept currently worse neighbour state with a certain probability (3):  
𝑟 ≤ 𝑒
[𝑓𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑑−𝑓𝑝𝑛𝑒𝑤]/𝑇 (3) 
where r is uniform random number and T denotes temperature. Otherwise, the new solution is re-
jected.  
Key role plays the temperature T, higher T implies greater random fluctuations of neighbouring 
states. Decreasing of T is called cooling schedule. The algorithm stops when T≈0.  
  ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION 
Ants are finding the shortest path to food by following the pheromone trail left by other ants. Ants 
will exude more pheromone on a short path than on long path. All possible ways are visited with the 
same probability, but the ants going through the shortest will exude the pheromone faster than others. 
Because of premature convergence, the property of pheromone evaporation was added, so the ini-










𝑏   (4) 
where τ is pheromone strength, q cities on tour k after city m, a is pheromone weighting, b is distance 
weighting. Pheromone is laid between cities according to formula (5): 
𝜏𝑚𝑛 = (1 − 𝜉)𝜏𝑚𝑛 + ∑ 𝜏𝑚𝑛
𝑘 + 𝜀𝜏𝑚𝑛
𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑁𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑘=1   (5) 
where 𝜏𝑚𝑛
𝑘  is pheromone between cities m and n laid by ant k, 𝜉is pheromone evaporation constant, 
𝜀 is elite path weighting constant, 𝜏𝑚𝑛
𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒 is pheromone laid to this point.  
Short path with higher pheromone levels has higher probability to be selected. The algorithm ends 
after fixed iteration or after achieving selected criteria.  
  DATASET AND EVALUATION METRICS 
A synthetic dataset was created for purpose of evaluating accuracy of employed methods. All reads 
have a length of 350bp likewise Illumina output. Between the reads are overlaps of defined length: 
25, 50, 75, 100 nucleotides. Finally, three datasets of 50, 100 and 200 reads we created. Reads were 
created from the whole genome sequence of E. coli (GenBank ID NC_000913.3). The output is eval-
uated as correctly or incorrectly joined pair of reads. Thus, used metrics are the percentage of cor-
rectly and incorrectly joined reads. 
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 RESULTS 
50 reads 100 reads 200 reads 
Overlap 
length 
% JNS % DJNS % JNS % DJNS % JNS % DJNS 
25 100 0 100 0 100 0 
50 100 0 100 0 100 0 
75 100 0 100 0 100 0 
100 100 0 100 0 100 0 
Table 1: Results of ant colony optimization; %JNS – correct joins, %DJNS-incorrect joins 
50 reads 100 reads 200 reads 
Overlap 
length 
% JNS % DJNS % JNS % DJNS % JNS % DJNS 
25 73,8 26,1 56,3 43,6 49,5 50,4 
50 73,4 26,5 59,5 40,4 50,3 49,6 
75 73,4 26,5 62,6 37,3 50,1 49,8 
100 75,5 24,4 61,4 38,5 51,1 48,9 
Table 2: Results of simulated annealing; %JNS – correct joins, %DJNS-incorrect joins 
3 DISCUSSION 
The aim of the paper was to examine the applicability of optimization techniques for genome assem-
bly paired with genomic signal processing. Two optimization techniques were employed: ant colony 
optimization and simulated annealing. The results were evaluated at the dataset considering different 
length of overlap together with increasing number of reads considered. The results are placed into 
Tables 1 and 2. The algorithm for correlation computation was able to detect precisely all overlaps, 
however only the ant colony optimization was proven to successfully create a path through similarity 
matrix. ACO achieved maximum score in all cases. However, algorithm of simulated annealing did 
not perform accurately. With increasing number of reads, its accuracy decreased up to 50 %. Also, 
there is a tendency for a higher accuracy towards a longer reads, which did not exhibit by ACO. On 
the other hand, the computation of ACO took considerably longer time. State-of-the-art assemblers 
are using graph theory-based algorithm for creating a path through reads, another way of using suit-
able optimization technique was proven possible.   
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